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Imagine that the setting for today’s Gospel is a press conference. Jesus had just spoken 

earlier to a large assembly on the topic of discipleship. Finishing his presentation, he 

walks out and is faced with a large group of media representatives who begin to shout 

out questions. 

“Do you really expect your followers to hate their parents and families? Do you honestly 

expect your followers to renounce all of their possessions? How can your followers live 

without healthy human relationships? How can your followers survive without a house 

for shelter, a car for travel, and some money in the bank to deal with unexpected crisis? 

Why are you so insistent that your followers renounce their relationships and their 

possessions? Are you the head of a cult or something?”  

There is no doubt that the injunction by Jesus of the need of hating father or mother in 

order to be his disciples jars both our human sensibilities and our common sense. Not 

to mention that these words are in direct contradiction to all the precepts of morality 

expressed in the Old Testament and all of Jesus’ prior and subsequent teachings in the 

New Testament.  

The Fourth Commandment tells us explicitly to honor our father and mother. The Book 

of Leviticus enjoins us “Revere your mother and father.” The Book of Sirach devotes the 

better part of a chapter extolling the merits of esteeming one’s parents and the Book of 

Proverbs at least twice takes up the very same theme and topic. 

In the New Testament the consistent theme unifying all of Jesus’ teachings and moral 

directives centers on love – “Love of God and love of neighbor.”  

If taken literally, Jesus’ opening statement would contradict all that he otherwise taught 

and believed in. We cannot at once love everyone including our enemies and at the 

same time hate our own parents. At face value, the two directives are flat out 

contradictory.  

Most scripture scholars suggest that Jesus is employing Semitic exaggeration when he 

uses the word “hate.” Viewed in this light, when Jesus says we must hate our parents, 

he is merely exaggerating his point to make clear we must love God above all other 

human beings, even those most dear to us. In a very forceful way he is reminding us 

that our love for God must come first in our lives.  

The irony of this hard injunction by Jesus is that if we do put Jesus first in our lives and 

follow his teachings, we end up loving those near to us even more. We will be more 

patient, more attentive, more forgiving, more loving and more faithful to those we love. 

We will find the inner courage to be an example of Christ’s love. We will make Christ the 

source of our strength to help us through the difficulties of daily life. To love God most 

does not mean we love others less. It means that through Jesus, in Jesus and with 

Jesus we will be able to love others as Jesus loves us. 



To be a disciple of Christ we are asked to respond to Christ’s call, to follow Jesus, and 

to shape our lives in imitation of Christ’s life. Stewardship is part of that call. To put it 

another way, we are called and gifted. Stewardship is all about what we do with God’s 

generous gifts to us. Stewardship, in its simplest terms, asks us to put God’s priorities 

before our own. Good stewards give the first portion of their gifts of time and talent to 

the Lord’s work in gratitude for God’s many blessings. God does not judge us by how 

much we give, but by how faithful we are making the gift. The extent to which we give of 

our time and talent in faith to help our parish and others will be the measure by which 

we are judged. Stewardship is a life-long process. Stewards as disciples of Jesus Christ 

see themselves as caretakers of all God’s gifts. Gratitude for these gifts is expressed in 

prayer, worship, offering, and action by eagerly sharing these gifts out of love of God 

and one another. 

 

 

 

Closing Story      9-8-19 

A teacher was giving a lesson on the circulation of the blood. Trying to make the matter 

clearer, she said, 'Now, class, if I stood on my head, the blood, as you know, would run 

into it, and I would turn red in the face.' 'Yes,' the class said. 'Then why is it that while I 

am standing upright in the ordinary position the blood doesn't run into my feet?' A little 

fellow shouted,  “Cause your feet ain't empty.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


